
ExPlain™ Analysis of TAL1 ChIP-seq Intervals

Introduction
Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have opened up novel research possibilities in many areas 
including cancer research, gene regulation, epigenetics, personalized medicine and pharmacogenomics.
ChIP-seq is a remarkable NGS-based approach to uncover functional features of the DNA on a genome-wide 
scale and in great detail. A major application area of ChIP-seq is the discovery of transcription factor binding 
sites.

In this application note, we present several possibilities to explore and analyze a publicly available set of 
TAL1-bound genomic regions using the ExPlainTM software [1,2]. Here we focus on three important directions 
and investigate the biological function of nearby genes, enrichment of transcription factor binding sites as 
well as composite modules.

The ExPlainTM system
Systems biology  and  genomic  data  demand  a  broad  spectrum of  computational  methods  that  address 
different biological  aspects  such as the functional role  of  genes or proteins, transcription regulation,  or 
connections between proteins and other molecules via molecular networks and pathways.

The ExPlainTM tool integrates all of these aspects into a single platform and seamlessly interlinks different 
types of computational biology analyses as well as high-quality databases with in-depth information on a 
wide scope of scientific subjects. As a web application, ExPlainTM requires no client-side setup or installation, 
is available at any place with internet access, and makes complex computational analyes achievable even for 
researchers  with  limited  system resources.  Moreover,  ExPlain's  utility  is  reflected  by  a  growing  list  of 
published scientific studies that have made use of it. 

Figure 1. The ExPlain™ interface.
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Genome-wide TAL1 occupancy profiles in two haematopoietic lineages
The data employed in this analysis were originally  published by Palii  et al.  [3], who kindly made them 
available via the GEO database [4] (series GSE25000). Our case study is based on the ChIP-seq peaks 
derived by the authors and can be downloaded from GEO in BED format from the respective website [5].

For transcription factor binding site analysis of TAL1-occupied regions, we sampled, for each cell type, 500 
peaks from the 1000 most  strongly  enriched locations that  were not  more  than  1kb long and length-
standardized them to 1000 bases. Corresponding sequences were extracted from the genome and loaded 
into ExPlain™.

Furthermore, we analyzed Gene Ontology (GO) biological processes [6] enriched in the genes located near 
TAL1-bound regions, where we accounted for all genes with a transcription start site (TSS) not farther than 
100kb away from a ChIP-seq peak.

Comparison of enriched GO categories
ExPlainTM presents results of a Gene Ontology analysis in a table like the one shown in Figure 2 which was 
obtained for genes associated with TAL1-binding in Jurkat cells. 

Figure 2. Gene Ontology functional analysis output in ExPlain™.

In order to compare GO category P-values in erythroid and Jurkat cells, we made use of the possibility to 
extract ExPlain™ results for further analysis. A comparison of GO category enrichment P-values derived for 
gene sets that are associated with different biological conditions can lead to interesting results. Of most 
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interest  are those categories  that  feature the strongest  difference with regard to  enrichment.  Here we 
ordered GO categories by the difference of their log10-P-values obtained for erythroid and Jurkat gene sets.

Figures 3 and 4 show the 20 GO categories with strongest differential enrichment in Jurkat and erythroid 
cells, respectively. The results clearly reveal distinctive features of the two study cell types. Genes near 
TAL1  binding  sites  in  Jurkat  cells  are  involved  in  processes  like  leukocyte  activation  or  lymphocyte 
differentiation (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. GO biological processes with strongest differential enrichment in Jurkat cells.

Likewise,  GO biological  processes related to erythrocyte differentiation or homeostasis  as  well  as heme 
biosynthesis are more strongly enriched in the erythroid gene set (Figure 4). Notably, the results point to 
differences in metal ion transport.

Figure 4. GO biological processes with strongest differential enrichment in erythroid cells.
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Analysis of transcription factor binding sites
Transcription factor binding site analysis is a key strength of the ExPlainTM system and can be carried out 
with a defined set of algorithms from classical pattern analysis to complex composite module analysis. All of 
these methods use primarily the collection of TF binding sites and positional weight matrices (PWMs) from 
the TRANSFAC® database [7], but custom PWMs are supported as well.

We applied the MatchTM program [8] of ExPlain™ to predict binding sites in the sequence sets consisting of 
500 sequences described above as well as in a sequence set assembled from 1000 promoter regions of 
genes that were not in the vicinity of a TAL1 binding site in either cell type. The Match results were then 
subjected to F-Match analysis. The F-Match algorithm [9] was designed to discover transcription factors 
whose binding sites are enriched in a sequence set of interest, the so-called “Yes” set, compared to a 
sequence set that represents genomic background, the so-called “No” set.

The top 20 motifs, according to statistically corrected fold enrichment, identified in erythroid and Jurkat TAL-
1-bound  sequences  are  shown  in  Figures  5  and  6,  respectively.  Like  the  original  authors  we  found 
enrichment  of  GATA motifs  in  both  cell  types  as  well  as  ETS and AML/RUNX1 motifs  (represented by 
V$AML_Q6, V$COREBINDING-FACTOR_Q6 and V$PEBP_Q6) in Jurkat 
cells [3].

Figure 5. Top 20 TRANSFAC motifs overrepresented in TAL1-bound regions from erythroid cells. Blue bars: 
raw fold enrichment of binding sites; Red bars: statistically corrected fold enrichment; Gray bars: negative 
log10-FDR of the one-tailed binomial test.
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Figure 6. Top 20 TRANSFAC motifs overrepresented in TAL1-bound regions from Jurkat cells. Blue bars:  
raw fold enrichment of binding sites; Red bars: statistically corrected fold enrichment; Gray bars: negative 
log10-FDR of the one-tailed binomial test.

Composite module analysis
To take the exploration of co-regulators of TAL1 a step further, we subjected the subset of sequences from 
the  Jurkat  set  that  contained a  site  of  the  V$AML_Q6 or  of  the  V$COREBINDINGFACTOR_Q6 motif  to 
composite module analysis. The CMA [10] tool of ExPlainTM searches for combinations of transcription factor 
binding sites that best discriminate a Yes sequence set against a No sequence set.

With our described setup we sought to identify co-regulators that function together with TAL1 and RUNX1 in 
respective genomic regions. For the given data set, the CMA algorithm converged on a module composed of 
AML/RUNX1,  GATA  and  MYB  motifs.  Figure  7  shows  the  interactive  ExPlainTM  visualization  for  several 
sequences with composite modules predicted by CMA. An expanded view with additional details about the 
individual binding site elements and the genomic sequence is shown at the top.
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Figure 7. Sequence view with composite modules predicted by CMA.

We  extracted  two  diagnostic  plots  from  ExPlain™  (Figure  8).  According  to  the  upper  plot  the  score 
distributions of  Yes (red) and  No (blue) set are well separated, which demonstrates that the reported TF 
combination provides for a distinctive feature of the study sequences. 

Figure 8. Diagnostic plots of ExPlain's CMA tool showing the separation of Yes and No score distributions 
(top) as well as the location of predicted binding sites in sequences of the Yes set.
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Furthermore, the lower plot reveals that the predicted modules are primarily located in the middle of the 
(ChIP-seq derived) sequences, which supports the hypothesis that corresponding TFs cofunction with TAL1. 

Notably,  MYB  is  known  to  play  a  role  in  leukemia.  Its  expression  is  correlated  with  leukemia  disease 
progression and it has been investigated as a drug target [11, 12], fitting well with the GO biological process 
profile of TAL1-associated genes in Jurkat cells. MYB may therefore constitute an additional transcription 
regulator that works coordinately with TAL1, GATA, and AML/RUNX1 in Jurkat cells. 

Conclusion
The ExPlainTM system enables easy and powerful computational analysis of systems biological and genomics 
data. We have presented several possibilities to gain useful insight from ChIP-seq data using the ExPlainTM 

system.  Here  we  addressed  the  exploration  of  functional  roles  of  genes  near  TAL1  binding  sites, 
identification  of  transcription  regulators  with  enriched  binding  sites  in  TAL1-bound  regions,  and  the 
proposition of a composite module of potential interest.

The functional roles associated with erythroid and Jurkat gene sets reflected distinct properties of these cell 
types. Transcription factor binding site analyses identified an enrichment of GATA motifs in both cell types, 
along with the unique enrichment of AML/RUNX1 and ETS motifs in Jurkat cells. More detailed composite 
module analysis additionally identified MYB as a potential co-regulator with TAL1, GATA, and AML/RUNX1 in 
Jurkat cells. Importantly, the results delivered by ExPlainTM are in agreement with those previously published 
on the data [3] and also suggest additional avenues for follow-up studies. 
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